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Abstract

Objective—To determine the accuracy of record matching using “Link King” software that uses 

an ordinal score for the certainty that linked records are valid matches.

Methods—We linked records in North Carolina Medicaid files to public health surveillance files 

using Link King matching software. We selected a stratified random sample of 230 of 45,295 

linked records and 50 of 35,119 non-linked surveillance records, then manually reviewed the 

records. Sensitivity (Sn) and Specificity (Sp) were calculated based on each cutpoint of the Link 

King score, using manual review as the gold standard.

Results—The Sn increased from 0.837 (95% CI: 0.785, 0.892) to 0.935 (0.879, 0.994) and Sp 

decreased from 0.893 (0.816, 0.976) to 0.865 (0.790, 0.947) as cutpoints were varied to widen the 

scope of declared matches. With a goal of both Sn and Sp being large, accuracy was best when 

linked record pairs from the top three levels of certainty were included in the match.

Conclusions—This study found that a publicly available software program accurately merged 

Medicaid and surveillance data. The Link King could be useful to researchers in merging 

administrative databases.
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Introduction

Administrative databases have been used in dentistry to study provider practices, the 

outcomes of dental interventions, variations in care, and to help establish standards of care 

(1). Databases created from dental insurance claims are among the most common types of 

administrative files used in dental research, but unlike medical claims, they do not contain 

diagnostic codes (2). A few researchers have been able to overcome this problem by linking 

records from multiple existing datasets, one of which has oral health status information, to 

create a new merged dataset (3–6). Records are linked using variables common to both 

datasets when there is not a unique identifier. Linking records without a unique identifier 
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can be cumbersome and time consuming, however, which can inhibit investigators from 

engaging in research using merged administrative databases.

Two record linking strategies are generally used to match records with no unique identifier, 

the deterministic method and the probabilistic method (7–9). Both methods match records 

based on a group of variables such as name, date of birth, social security number (SSN), and 

zip code. Simple deterministic algorithms require records to match exactly, while more 

complex algorithms allow for slight differences by using iterative “fuzzy” matching (9). The 

probabilistic method relies on statistical analyses to calculate how probable it is that two 

record pairs are the same person. This method derives a score for each linked record pair 

that is compared to cut points to indicate if the record pair is a definite, probable or non-

match (7), with possibly more refined classifications for ‘probable’. The deterministic 

method typically declares fewer linked records to be matches due to a higher specificity, but 

with a higher proportion of the declared matches being true matches (10). The probabilistic 

method, on the other hand, usually has a higher sensitivity meaning that a greater number of 

true matches are found (10), at the expense of a higher false positive rate, that is, a higher 

proportion of the declared matches not being true matches.

Several software programs are available that link and eliminate duplicate records in 

administrative datasets, but little is known about their accuracy (10, 11). To our knowledge, 

none of these programs have been used in dental research. This study aimed to test the 

accuracy of “Link King”, one such program available in the public domain (12). The Link 

King uses both the deterministic and probabilistic methods to match and eliminate duplicate 

records. It was developed at Washington State’s Division of Alcohol and Substance Abuse 

using a probabilistic record linkage protocol that was adapted from the algorithm developed 

by MEDSTAT for the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration’s 

(SAMHSA) Integrated Database Project (10,12). If the Link King software matches records 

accurately, it could facilitate dental public health research that otherwise might not be 

possible and enhance its efficiency. Researchers have found that Link King accurately 

eliminated duplicates in a large dataset, but note that the program may not work as 

accurately if the user chooses the wrong cutpoint for the degree of certainty of whether a 

link is a match (10).

This study had two main objectives: 1) to determine the accuracy in terms of sensitivity and 

specificity of the matching program “Link King”; and 2) to identify the cutpoint for the 

software’s user defined “linkage certainty level” that best demarcates matches from non-

matches giving balanced consideration for minimizing false positive and false negative 

declared matches.

Methods

Data sources

This study merged North Carolina Medicaid enrollment and oral health status files derived 

from the North Carolina Surveillance of Dental Caries (NCSoDC) (13) with the purpose of 

conducting analyses on the effects of dental utilization on oral health. We evaluated the 

accuracy of the resulting merge by calculating the sensitivity and specificity of decision 
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rules using manual review of records as the gold standard. From these results we determined 

the cut point with the best accuracy. The Medicaid files contained information for children 

birth to 6 years of age enrolled from October 1999 to June 2006 for all children born on or 

after January 1, 1998. The Medicaid files were originally obtained from the NC Division of 

Medical Assistance to evaluate the effectiveness of the “Into the Mouths of Babes” program 

in which primary care physicians provide oral health services (14, 15).

The NCSoDC provides basic demographic information on each individual child in 

kindergarten including name, date of birth, sex, race, school name, classroom identification 

number within school and county of residence. Additionally, the NCSoDC provides a count 

of decayed, filled, and missing (molars only) primary teeth for each child. Information from 

the 2005–06 school year surveillance was used for this study because it was the only year of 

available data that overlapped with our sample of Medicaid children. The NCSoDC used for 

this study contained 80,414 kindergarten children from 98 of the state’s 100 counties, or 

70% of the state’s public school enrollment for this grade.

Link King program description

The Link King version 6.4.9 allows the user to input one or two datasets to eliminate 

duplicate records and match records. The software includes five default ordinal “linkage 

certainty levels” for linked records and the remaining records are considered to be ‘non-

matches’, which we refer to as Level 6. Each successive linkage certainty level has a 

decreasing likelihood that linked pairs are true matches, therefore Level 1 has the highest 

possible probability of being a true match and Level 5 has the lowest probability. The user 

decides how many levels to include in the merge to create the final dataset, however, the 

user cannot determine how many matches will be in each level of certainty. The user must 

also input matching variables from a choice of name, social security number, date of birth, 

gender, race and a ‘flexible’ variable that can be a geographic variable that the two datasets 

have in common such as zip code or city name. Link King requires that the two datasets be 

matched on at least the first and last name and date of birth or social security number. We 

matched on all of the data elements that were common to both datasets: first name, last 

name, middle name, date of birth, race, gender and county of residence.

The first objective of the study is to calculate the accuracy of the software-generated 

matches when different linkage certainty levels are included in the data merge. The second 

objective of this study is to determine what linkage certainty level would result in the best 

accuracy of our data merge, giving balanced consideration to sensitivity and specificity.

Sample Size Allocation

Our goal was to have an adequate sample size and allocation of sample size across certainty 

levels in order to discriminate between the accuracy of the adjacent five cut point-based 

decision rules. The sampling scheme proportionally over-sampled records from certainty 

levels corresponding to the greatest potential for uncertainty. This led us to oversample 

match certainty levels 4 and 5. Link King generated 23 linked pairs at Level 3, so we 

included almost all of them (20) in the final sample. Additionally, we sampled 50 record 
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pairs from Levels 1, 2, and 4 and non-linked records, and 60 record pairs from Level 5 for a 

total sample size of 230 linked pairs and 50 non-linked records (Figure 1).

Matching review process

The accuracy of the match was determined comparing the results to a “gold standard”, 

which was manual review. Using the method used in a previous study on the accuracy of 

record linking, two reviewers, including one author and another trained reviewer, examined 

each linked pair of records and classified it into one of five categories: a) definitely not the 

same; b) probably not the same; c) not enough information to determine whether or not they 

are the same; d) probably the same; and e) definitely the same person (10). The final 

decision considered the linked pair as a valid match if both reviewers classified the record 

pair as “probably” or “definitely” the same. Remaining record pairs were considered invalid 

links. Similarly, the reviewers sampled 50 non-linked records from the NCSoDC 

surveillance database and searched the NC Medicaid enrollment data for possible matches 

using a computer-assisted ‘blocking’ strategy (9) to make the search feasible. In particular, 

subsets of the NC Medicaid enrollment data were created based on possible misspellings of 

first names and last names separately and birthdate data to determine whether the sampled 

NCSoDC non-linked records were true negatives.

Data Analysis

As in a previous study, observations (selected linked and non-linked surveillance records) 

were weighted by the inverse of their probability of selection into the sample to produce 

population estimates of Sensitivity (Sn), and Specificity (Sp) (10), where ‘population’ refers 

to the complete set of N=80,414 NCSoDC records. Sn and Sp are defined in greater detail in 

the appendix.

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill and the North Carolina Division of Medical Assistance.

Results

As expected, the sensitivity of decision rules for declaring matches increased, while the 

specificity decreased, with the inclusion of linked records of increasing levels of uncertainty. 

The sensitivity values ranged from 83.7% to 93.5% and the specificity ranged from 86.5% to 

89.3% (Table 1). Accuracy was judged to be best when linked record pairs from the top 

three levels of certainty were included in the match based on the following considerations. 

First, sensitivity was relatively low (83.7%) if only certainty level 1 was included, whereas 

inclusion of linked pairs with certainty levels 2 and 3 markedly increased sensitivity (89.2%) 

while maintaining reasonably high specificity (88.2%). Second, due to the small number 

(N3) of linked records pairs with certainty level 3 resulting from the merge, the analysis 

weight for the corresponding linked pairs in the sample (n3=20) was very small (value of 

1.1; Figure 1) indicating negligible influence of level 3 linked pairs on accuracy. Finally, 

inclusion of certainty levels 4 or 5 in declared matches would have resulted in notable 

reductions in specificity.
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Discussion

This study demonstrated that publicly available software, the Link King, displayed a high 

level of accuracy in merging administrative databases. These results indicate that the Link 

King could be beneficial to researchers in merging administrative databases efficiently and 

accurately, thus allowing for expansion of the scope and importance of research questions. 

The software could prove useful to researchers in applications such as eliminating duplicate 

records in administrative data and merging datasets such as insurance claims files, patient 

records and public health surveillance data.

Linking datasets such as insurance files and surveillance data allows dental public health 

researchers and practitioners to examine relationships between the use of dental and other 

health care and oral health status. Without linked files, it is not possible to determine oral 

health status from claims files alone, especially since dental claims do not have diagnostic 

codes. From a public health point of view, linked population databases would permit public 

health officials to determine use and oral health status for a large geographic area. For 

example, a previous study that linked Medicaid and surveillance data used the data to 

produce statewide reports on children’s oral health status by public insurance enrollment 

status by county for the state health department (4,19).

We used the Link King to merge NC Medicaid data to an oral health surveillance database. 

Both datasets had a very large number of observations representing a census of a subset of 

an entire state population. Unlike experimental trials, linked datasets offer the advantage of 

including the population of interest (16). More than half of the observations in the 

surveillance database matched with records in the Medicaid dataset using a limited number 

of variables that each database has in common. In addition to matching on name, date of 

birth, race, gender and a variable of choice (county of residence), the Link King also has 

options to match on SSN. The Link King requires the data to contain at least a first name, 

last name and either date of birth or SSN to link or unduplicate data. Data linkage accuracy 

is dependent on the variables used and type of data that are available. Linkage of other 

administrative datasets may therefore have more or less accuracy with using the Link King 

then we found in this study.

Our results indicate that the software matched records at high levels of accuracy for each 

level of certainty primarily because sensitivity improved significantly while there was little 

loss in specificity at higher levels. This result is consistent with prior observation that when 

the number of records truly unmatched is large, specificity will be uninformative (7). When 

choosing the level of certainty for the cutpoint, however, researchers may want to put 

differential weight on sensitivity or specificity depending on the study’s purpose (17). We 

used matches from levels 1, 2 and 3 in the study of dental use that resulted from the data 

merge we performed with the Link King because we judged that it was more important for 

our research question that linked pairs had a high probability to be valid links rather than 

having all possible matches. The size of the database and the size of the population at each 

level should be considered when determining the appropriate number to sample to evaluate 

the accuracy of matching software. In future studies, determination of sample size and its 

allocation across certainty levels could be based on considerations of minimizing the 
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variance of an objective criterion such as the sensitivity or specificity at various cutpoints 

(18).

Limitations

This study relied on manual review as the gold standard to determine matches. Although that 

is a standard that has been used in other studies, it is subject to human error in making the 

choice whether a link is a true match or not (7). Moreover, it was not possible to manually 

review all records in the surveillance database when searching for false negatives, so records 

could have been missed, which would overestimate the specificity. We also had a small 

population size in the third level of certainty, which made it very difficult to distinguish the 

accuracy of a match rule that included the level relative to one that did not.

Conclusions

Linking administrative databases provides the opportunity for dental researchers to conduct 

studies that otherwise would not be possible. Linking data by expert review can be time 

consuming and prone to errors when there are no unique identifiers. In this study merging 

NC Medicaid data to an oral health surveillance dataset, the Link King proved to be an 

accurate, efficient way to link the datasets. Accuracy of merging data is contextual, 

however; it depends on the dataset and variables available. Further testing should be done to 

confirm the Link King’s accuracy with other administrative datasets.
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Figure 1. 
The data merging process resulted in 56% of the NCSoDC records being linked to a NC 

Medicaid record. Numbers of linked record pairs (Ni; i=1,2,3,4,5) varied widely across 

certainty levels. We defined non-linked record pairs as certainty level 6 (N=35,119). 

Analysis weights were equal to the inverse of the fraction sampled (ni/Ni) for each certainty 

level.
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Table 1

Estimated Sensitivity and Specificity for each certainty level that indicates how certain it is that linked pairs 

are a true match

Certainty
Level

Total N n sampled Sensitivity (Sn) Specificity (Sp)

Level1:
Highest

40,032 50 0.837
(0.785, 0.892)

0.893
(0.816, 0.976)

Level 2: 2,773 50 0.892
(0.838, 0.949)

0.882
(0.807, 0.965)

Level 3: 23 20 0.892
(0.838, 0.950)

0.882
(0.807, 0.965)

Level 4: 2,132 50 0.929
(0.874, 0.988)

0.867
(0.792, 0.949)

Level 5: 335 60 0.935
(0.879, 0.994)

0.865
(0.790, 0.947)
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